**Dental Fracture Types**

As Defined by the American Veterinary Dental College

http://www.avdc.org/Nomenclature.pdf

---

**Enamel Infraction (EI)**
An incomplete fracture (crack) of the enamel without loss of tooth substance.

**Enamel Fracture (EF)**
A fracture with loss of crown substance confined to the enamel.

---

**Uncomplicated Crown Fracture (UCF)**
A fracture of the crown that does not expose the pulp.

**Complicated Crown Fracture (CCF)**
A fracture of the crown that exposes the pulp.

---

**Uncomplicated Crown-root Fracture (UCRF)**
A fracture of the crown and root that does not expose the pulp.

**Complicated Crown-root Fracture (CCRF)**
A fracture of the crown and root that exposes the pulp.

---

**Root Fracture (RF)**
A fracture involving the root.

---
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